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Abstract. One of the most important problems in rule induction meth-
ods is how to estimate which method is the best to use in an applied do-
main. While some methods are useful in some domains, they are not use-
ful in other domains. Therefore it is very difficult to choose one of these
methods. For this purpose, we introduce multiple testing based on recur-
sive iteration of resampling methods for rule-induction (MULT-RECITE-
R). We applied this MULT-RECITE-R method to monk datasets in UCI
data repository. The results show that this method gives the best selec-
tion of estimation methods in almost the all cases.

1 Introduction

One of the most important problems in rule induction methods [1, 5, 6, 8] is
how to estimate which method is the best to use in an applied domain. While
some methods are useful in some domains, they are not useful in other domains.
Therefore it is very difficult to choose one of these methods.

In order to solve this problem, we introduce multiple testing based on re-
cursive iteration of resampling methods for rule induction methods (MULT-
RECITE-R). MULT-RECITE-R consists of the following four procedures: First,
it randomly splits training samples(S0) into two parts, one for new training
samples(S1) and the other for new test samples(T1) using a given resampling
method(R). Second, S1 are recursively split into training samples(S2) and test
samples(T2) using the same resampling strategy(R). Then rule induction meth-
ods are applied to S2, results are tested and given metrics(S2 metrics) are calcu-
lated by T2 for each rule induction methods. This second procedure, as the inner
loop, is repeated for finite times estimated from precision set by users and the
statistics of metrics are obtained. Third, in the same way, rules are induced from
S1 and metrics(S1 metrics) are calculated by T1 for each rule induction meth-
ods. Then S1 metrics are compared with S2 metrics. If the difference between
both results are not statistically significant, then it is counted as a success. The
second and the third procedure, as the outer loop, are iterated for certain times
estimated from precision preset by users, which gives a total success rate which



shows how many times of total repetitions S2 metrics predict S1 metrics. Finally,
fourth, the above results are interpreted in the following way. If a success rate
is high, then this estimation method is expected to be well-performed, and the
induction method which gives the best metric is selected as the most suitable
induction method. If a success rate is low, then this estimation is expected not
to be a good evaluation method. So a list of machine learning methods ordered
by S1 metrics is returned as an output.

We applied this MULT-RECITE-R method to monk datasets in UCI repos-
itory [7]. The results show that this method gives the best selection of methods
in almost the all cases.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 present the strategy of
MULT-RECITE-R and its algorithm. Section 4 gives experimental results. Fi-
nally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Strategy of MULT-RECITE-R

There are many reports on rule induction methods and their performance in the
community of machine learning [11]. However, since each performance is different
in each paper, it is very difficult to determine which method should be selected.

Each of these methods has interesting characteristics of induced rules. For
example, CN2 induces a decision list subsection, while ID3 calculate a decision
tree. Strangely, comparison of these features of induced rules are used as sec-
ondary, because of the difficulties in evaluation, although classification accuracy
or error rate are as the primary comparison index. However, as to classifica-
tion accuracy, it is pointed out that these performances may depend on applied
domains [9, 10], although it is easy to apply statistical methods to testing signif-
icance. Actually, it is hard and controversial to determine what factor should be
applied to evaluation of rule induction methods, which remains to be an open
question in machine learning.

Since our objective is to develop a method which empirically selects rule
induction methods, we use accuracy as a metric for statistical evaluation in this
paper 1.

The next important thing is that one may want to evaluate these rule induc-
tion methods without domain knowledge in case when domain-specific knowledge
may not be applicable.

Therefore, since one of the most characteristics of resampling methods is
that they are domain-independent [3, 4, 10], one way for evaluation is to select
one method from considerable resampling methods, that is to say, to select the
best rule induction method by using subsets of training samples. For example,
let us consider when we have training samples, say {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}. Then,
first, they are split it into new training samples, say {1,3,5,7,9}, and new test
samples, {2,4,6,8,10}. Using new training samples, rule induction methods are
applied and the results are compared with the result by the new test samples.

1 It is notable that our MULT-RECITE-R can be applied to any numeric metrics.



Then the method which gives the best metric, such as the best classification rate,
will be selected. For example, let the accuracy of the induced decision tree be
equal to 0.97, and the accuracy of the rule to be equal to 0.82. Then induction of
decision tree is selected as the best method. It may depend on splitting, so these
procedures should be repeated for certain times, say 100 times. several statistics
of the given metrics are calculated over these 100 trials, such as average, variance,
and t-statistics.

In this method, we implicitly assume that the ”matryoshka” principle should
be true. That is, the best method for total population can be selected from
original training samples, and the best method for original training samples can
be estimated from training samples generated by resampling plans. Therefore,
in terms of Section 2 and 3, a domain of both R1 and R2 is the best select
method (R1(F0, F1) ' R2(F1, F2) = (the best method).)

3 An Algorithm for MULT-RECITE-R

An algorithm for MULT-RECITE-R can be described by embedding a rule in-
duction method into the following algorithm based on a resampling scheme.

INPUTS: S0: Training Samples
α: Precision for statistical test

αin: Precision for the Inner Loop
αout: Precision for the Outer Loop
Lr: a List and Subprocedures of Rule Induction Methods
Lm: a List of Metrics
R: Resampling Scheme

OUTPUTS: BI: the Best Induction method selected by success rate
M1: a List of Induction Methods ordered by success rates
SR: Overall Success Rate
BIp: the Best Induction method selected by adjusted-p Value
M1p: a List of Induction Methods ordered by adjusted-p Values
SRp: Overall (Adjusted-)p Value

1) Set Counter to 0 (i := 0, succ := 0, p calc := 0). And set Bin and Bout to
[10−αin ] and [10−αout ], respectively 2.
2) Randomly split training samples(S0) into two parts, one for new training
samples(S1) and the other for new test samples(T1) using a given resampling
plan(R).
3) Randomly split training samples(S1) into two parts, one for new training
samples(S2) and the other for new test samples(T2) using the same resampling
plan(R). Then perform the following subprocedures.

3-a) Induce rules from S2 for each member of L.

2 dxe denotes a maximum integer which do not exceed x. For example, d4.6e is equal
to 4.



3-b) Test induced results using T2 and Calculate given metrics (S2 metrics).
3-c) Repeat 3-b) and 3-c) for Bin times.
3-d) Calculate statistics of S2 metrics.

4) Apply all the rule induction methods to S1. Then execute the following pro-
cedures.

4-a) Test induced results by using T1 and Calculate given metrics(S1 metrics).
4-b) Compare S1 metrics with S2 metrics. If the best induction method j for

S1 metrics is the same as that of S2 metrics, then Count this trial as a success
on evaluation (succj := succj + 1). Otherwise, then Count it as a failure.

4-c) Test statistical significance between the best statistics of S2 metrics and
S1 metrics using student t-test. If not significant, goto 5). Otherwise, Count this
trial as a failure (p calcj := p calcj + 1).
5) Increment the counter (i := i + 1). If the counter is less than the upper
bound(i < Bout),
goto 2). If not, goto 6).
6) Calculate the overall success rate (SR :=

∑
succj/Bout). And calculate an

ordered list of evaluation M1 with the success rate succj/Bout of each member
in L.
7) Calculate the overall adjusted p-value (p :=

∑
p calcj/Bout). And calculate

an ordered list of evaluation M1 with the success rate p calcj/Bout of each mem-
ber in L.
8) Interpret the above results by the overall success rates. If a success rate is
high, then this estimation method is expected to well-performed, and output the
induction method j which gives the best metric is selected as the most suitable
induction method (BI := j) and an ordered list M1. If a success rate is low,
then this estimation is expected to be not a good evaluation method. Thus, only
a list of machine learning methods ordered by S1 metrics is returned as an out-
put (BI := nil).
9) Interpret the above results by the overall adjusted-p values. If p < α, then
this estimation method is expected to well-performed, and output the induction
method j which gives the best metric is selected as the most suitable induction
method (BIp := j) and an ordered list M1p. If p ≥ α, then this estimation
is expected to be not a good evaluation method. Thus, only a list of machine
learning methods ordered by S1 metrics is returned as an output (BIp := nil).

4 Experimental Results

We applied this MULT-RECITE-R method to monk datasets in UCI reposi-
tory [7]. In these experiments, we set Lr, Lm α, αin and αout be equal to the
same values as the above Monk’s problems and set R to {2-fold cross-validation,
the Bootstrap method}.

Unfortunately, in these databases, test samples are not given independently.
So we first have to generate test samples from the original training samples. to
evaluate our MULT-RECITE-R methods in the same way as evaluation shown in



Section 3 . First, given samples are randomly split into training samples(S0) and
test samples(T0). This T0 correspond to test samples of Monk’s problems, and
S0 correspond to training samples of Monks problems. Then MULT-RECITE-R
method is applied to new training samples. This splitting procedure is repeated
for 100 times in order for the effect of random sampling to be small.

Table 1. Results of S2 and S1 Metrics(Accuracy)

S2 Metric
Domain Samples C4.5 AQR CN2

Monk-1 62 84.3±1.5 90.2±0.9 92.0±1.8
Monk-2 86 62.6±2.4 74.8±1.9 59.1±1.7
Monk-3 62 87.7±1.4 82.5±1.3 84.8±0.9

S1 Metric
Domain Samples C4.5 AQR CN2

Monk-1 124 85.3±0.9 91.2±0.5 93.0±0.2
Monk-2 169 66.7±1.3 75.8±0.7 60.1±0.8
Monk-3 122 89.7±0.2 83.5±0.4 83.8±0.5

Table 2. Success Rate (100 Trials)

Overall
Success Success Rate

Domain Rate C4.5 AQR CN2

Monk-1 94 9 12 73
Monk-2 74 19 31 24
Monk-3 90 79 6 5

The above experimental results give us three interesting results, although all
of the applied databases are of small size.

First, 2-fold repeated cross validation performs slightly better than the Boot-
strap method, which corresponds to the characteristics derived by [2, 3]. There-
fore, for predictive use, evaluation by cross-validation would be better, although
the variance of estimation will be larger.

Second, the best selected method does not always perform better than other
two methods. That is, in some generated samples, other methods will perform
better. Finally, in the cases when MULT-RECITE-R does not go well, the dif-
ferences of three rule induction methods in accuracy are not so significant. That
is, we can select any of three methods, although the accuracy of each method is
not so high.



Table 3. Adjusted-p Value (100 Trials)

Overall
p- Adjusted-p Value

Domain Value C4.5 AQR CN2

Monk-1 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00
Monk-2 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.04
Monk-3 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.02

5 Conclusion

One of the most important problems in rule induction methods is how to estimate
which method is the best to used in an applied domain. For this purpose, we
introduce multiple testing based on recursive iteration of resampling methods for
rule-induction (MULT-RECITE-R). We apply this MULT-RECITE-R method
to three original medical databases and seven UCI databases. The results show
that this method gives the best selection of estimation methods in almost the
all cases.
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